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Tell us about Elastic Digital

Elastic Digital is a creative marketing agency that was established 20 years ago to
service large B2B IT vendors.
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I realized many B2B IT companies were in desperate need of marketing campaigns
and content collateral development for their channel platform, but lacked the
resources to create it internally.

“What I soon discovered is companies were ultimately looking
for a creative agency that understands the industry, the
channel especially, their needs and can just be handed a
project and do everything for them.”
We’ve gone through a number of evolutions ourselves in that time, but essentially,
we have stuck to our central ideal of providing first-class content to make our global
clients and their partners successful.
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Given the proliferation of technology, how do you see channel
marketing and content evolving over the next few years?

The biggest evolution is an intuitive automated platform where brands can offer
end-to-end digital marketing campaigns for their partner network to co-brand and
launch to their customers.
One size doesn’t fit all. Companies are now starting to take a partner-first approach
to their marketing stack – they have to deliver a great partner experience and
provide a portal that can do everything needed to run a successful channel definitely not multiple products bolted together. That was a thing of the past.

“Companies are creating campaigns that tell a good combined story
for the partner and their products. They are also focused on building
thought leadership assets and campaigns to elevate their market
position.”

Channel partners usually fit into one of three categories: do it themselves, do it with
me and, do it for me – the majority. They’re time poor, with little to no marketing
experience or team. Elastic Digital helps vendors cater for all these different partner
types through content development.
Other evolving channel marketing technology is the use of data and account-based
marketing. There’s a lot of exciting developments out there, and it’s only going to
increase in popularity and adoption.
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How is content is the great differentiator?

One of the biggest roadblocks of Marketing Technology platforms is a lack of
partner-first content. I firmly believe content is still king, but it’s hard and timeconsuming to produce great partner-first content.
Content mapped to the buyer’s journey is essential. The right message needs to
be delivered to the right people at various stages of the buying cycle. Creating
content for multiple products and solutions is often challenging for our clients, so
our creative services team is able to do it for them. This is resulting in higher partner
engagement and reach, while enhancing demand generation and delivering visible
ROI.

“You can have the most advanced Marketing Technology platform in the
world, but without first-class content that engages, adds value, and is
updated regularly, it’s just a platform that doesn’t perform.”
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What’s trending in content for channel marketing technology?

Technology has changed the conversation between brands and end-users. People
are consuming more content, especially on mobile devices, with video and podcasts
playing a leading role.
To enhance engagement, marketers need to invest in brand storytelling
Personalized, highly targeted campaigns that make your product or service the
hero that rescued a business from a problem. Brand stories have more authenticity,
generate greater brand recognition and loyalty over traditional hard sell or pricepoint based campaigns.
We’re also starting to see greater adoption of brand agnostic campaigns. Content
that offers relevant and helpful business advice or the top industry trends to follow
or be aware of, are highly popular.

These campaigns can be quickly customized by partners and sent to continue
engaging with their customer base between sales or promotional campaigns.
We have a lot of great project examples on our website including animations.
Creating an animation with a script and storyboards is something many
organizations aren’t able to do in-house and it’s one of our specialties. We also
create a lot of eBooks, infostories, and case studies.
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How do you like to work?

One word that best describes your approach.
Direct. This eliminates any miscommunication, helps guide people in the right
direction, but also promotes a culture of taking responsibility.
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What apps/software/tools can’t you live without?

I really like Trello, Google Drive, Google Hangouts, OneNOTE and Zoom – As a
company that works with global companies, we do a lot of video conferencing, oneon-one as well as in teams.
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What’s your smartest work-related shortcut or productivity hack?

Dragon NaturallySpeaking, I use it every day and makes me at least 20-30% more
productive.
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What are you currently reading or listening to?

How I built this podcast and Masters of scale, both are brilliant and
highly recommend them to anybody that wants to be an entrepreneur or
run a business.
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What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?

I’ve always liked American writer Elbert Hubbard’s saying, “Don’t take life too
seriously. You’ll never get out of it alive.“…I’ve had a lot of great advice, but this one
always makes me smile.

As a CEO, you realize you work for your employees, not the other way around.
I try and look at every situation through multiple lenses to get a better gauge on it
and be fair. It’s also important we have fun, laugh, and spend time with loved ones.
It’s a culture we instill across the whole company.
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Elastic Digital has an experienced team of copywriters, designers, animators, and
campaign strategists. We can create a range of content collateral and effective
channel-ready campaigns to engage potential customers and help your sales team
guide them along the buyer’s journey. Contact us at hello@elasticdigital.com

Cameron Avery
Founder and CEO at Elastic Digital.
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